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Abstract

In China, heat supply consumes more than 70 percent of the primary energy resource, which makes

for heavy traffic and transportation and produces a lot of polluting materials such as NO,, SO, and CO2

because of use of the fossil fuel. The utilization of nuclear power into the heat and electricity

co-generation plant contributes to the global environmental protection.

The basic concept of the nuclear system is an integral type reactor with three circuits. The primary

circuit equipment is enclosed in and linked up directly with reactor vessel. The third circuit produces

steam for heat and electricity supply. This paper presents basic requirements, reactor type choice,

design characteristics, economy for a nuclear co-generation plant and its future application.

The choice of the main parameters and the main technological process is the key problem of the

nuclear plant design. To make this paper clearer, take for example a double-reactor plant of 450 x

2MW thermal power. There are two sorts of main technological processes. One is a water-water-steam

process. Another is water-steam-steam process. Compared the two sorts, the design which adopted the

water-water-steam technological process has much more advantage. The system is simplified, the

operation reliability is increased, the primary pressure reduces a lot, the temperature difference

between the secondary and the third circuits becomes larger, so the size and capacity of the main

components will be smaller, the scale and the cost of the building will be cut down.' In this design, the

secondary circuit pressure is the highest among that of the three circuits. So the primary circuit

radioactivity can not leak into the third circuit in case of accidents.
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1 Introduction
With the development of human society, more and more heat supply is needed . The heat supply

consumes more than 70 percent primary energy resource in China, while the electric power supply

consumes only about 20 percent of the resource. It not only uses up about more than 4 x 10' tons coal

every year, but also burns a great quantity of oil, which makes for heavy traffic and transportation , and

causes environmental pollution and unnecessary resource waste. It is a good idea to construct a batch of

nuclear co-generation plants near to the cities where the steam and heat supply is centralized in the

future. This is a new way to save energy, relax traffic and transportation and reduce environment

pollution.
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The development of nuclear co-generation plant is a possile of prospective economical way, but how

to ensure that the small-sized plant clean, safe and cheap is the first problem to be considered by the

designers. Based on previous design experience, the plant design objectives are put forward as follows:

(1) Low basic capital investment The specific cost of the plant should be less than 750 $/KW;

(2) Construction period: A single-reactor plant needs about S years and a double-reactor plant needs

about 6 years;

(3) Operational reliability: The availability is up to about 85%-90% and the load factor is more than

80%;

(4) No large pipe break accidents (all the plant pipe diameters are less than 100mm) and no LOCA in

the primary circuit The reactor melt probability is less than 10"7reactor-year. The reactor can be cooled

using its own resources and the storage battery sources when normal onsite and offsite electric power is

lost The plant can be built in a nsely-populated area because of the reactor's passive safety and high

reliability;

(5) Being simplified in system, compacted in layout and of small constructive scale;

(6) Because the high and large reactor building is cancelled and the foundation loading is lightened,

the plant can be built in seabeach, soft soil, seismic areas and so on. On the plant site choice, it is similar

to the fossil-fueled power plant;

(7) The heated steam for heat supply has no radioactivity and its radiation level almost equals that of

natural radiological reference state;

(8) The reactor building is pressurized and airtight The environment around the plant would not be

polluted in case of radioactive leakage.

2 Reactor type choice for nuclear co-generation plant
The base of reactor type choice is whether it will meet the above-mentioned design objectives,

technology reality and feasibility and users requirements' or not

Pressurized water reactors (PWR), boiling water reactors (BWR) and high temperature gas-cooled

reactors (HTGR) can all be used as the co-generation plant Comparing with the other types of reactors,

for PWR there is a lot of experience in experiment, research, design, manufacture, installation and

operation in China.

The steam supply parameters are also the base of reactor type choice. According to the steam

parameters which a few large Chinese technological process users need at present, the majority is steam

in the middle or in low pressure. From an application of view, PWR and BWR can all meet users'

requirements. The primary circuit pressure of a BWR is usually 6.86MPa. Its core outlet temperature is

285 <c , while usually the core outlet temperature of a PWR can reach 310-325 <c which can produce

medium pressure steam in the third circuit The PWR has a larger application range than the BWR.

In summary, a PWR should be chosen as the nuclear co-generation plant in China, and the steam

supply capacity is usually no more than lOOOt/h, so the single-reactor thermal power will not be more

than 600MW. A double-reactor in a plant would be better suited to our conditions in which heat and

electricity are supplied at the same time and how much the electricity will be produced is based on how

much the steam is consumed.
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Figure 1 Main System Diagram of Nuclear Thermal Power Plant
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Figure 2 Small Sized Nuclear Co-generation Plant
Thermal-hydraulic System Flow Diagram
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3 Summary of the small-sized nuclear co-generation plant design
A 450 MW nuclear co-generation plant will be considered as an example in this paper. In order to

simplify the system, reduce the construction scale and the cost of the plant, an integral

self-pressure-stabalized water reactor is adopted.

3.1 Main parameters and main technological process
The Choice of the main parameters and the main technological process is the key problem of the

nuclear co-generation plant design. In conventional consideration, the original design of the plant of

Shanghai Jinshan General Petro-chemical Works adopted the water-steam-steam technological process.

( figure 1). The normal operation pressure of the main coolant is ISMPa. The middle circuit steam

pressure is 5MPa. The third circuit produces 75t/h steam at pressure 4MPa , 320t/h saturated steam at

pressure 1.6MPa and electric capacity 52000KW (the above-mentioned is single-reactor).

The disadvantage of this technological process is as follows:

(l)Radioactivity would be carried into the third circuit steam in case of failure of the heat

exchangers, a detection system and the necessary emergency provisions must be set up;

(2) The efficiency of the steam-steam heat exchanger is very low, so the number of the exchangers is

large (9 heat exchangers needed in one reactor), and the building area is large;

(3) More makeup water pre-beat exchangers are needed in the third circuit and therefore cause a

very high cost

According to the experience in the water-steam-steam technological process and in order to ensure

the non-radioactive steam to be supplied, the three circuits systems are still adopted in the nuclear

co-generation plant. In order to simplify the system, reduce the equipments size, and ensure operation

reliability and passive safety, the water-water-steam technological process is adopted in the steam

supply, its main parameters and principle flow diagram are shown in figure 2.

The base to choose operating pressure and temperature of the three circuits is:

(l)To ensure that 3.92MPa saturated steam in the third circuit would be produced;

(2) To balance the heat exchangers size between the primary and the secondary circuits.

The main coolant pressure adopted lOMPa. Because the reactor adopts self-pressure-stabalized

operation, the core outlet temperature is 309 .51 , the core inlet temperature is 289.5% and the coolant

flow is 14,000t/h.

The middle circuit coolant (water) pressure, which is the highest among the three circuits, is

10.5MPa. So the primary circuit radioactivity cannot leak into the third circuit

The middle circuit can adopt two, three or four loops. In this paper two loops are adopted. The total

circuit flow is 15,000t/h, and its main pump is a wet-stator pump. Its hot leg temperature is 2801; and

cold leg temperature is 258.5 *c .

The third circuit steam pressure is 4 MPa. It adopts U-type SGs. The heat transfer area of each SG is

2666.5m2 and its design area is 3066.5m2. The margin is 15%.

The majority of pipes and valves in the secondary and the third circuit are manufactured from low

alloy steel and carbon steel.

A comparison of the effects of water-water-steam and water-steam-steam technological process on

the heat transfer is shown in table 1. While keeping the steam temperature in the third circuit at the

same level, this design has these main advantages:
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The primary pressure has been reduced a lot, the temperature difference between the secondary and

the third circuits becomes larger, therefore the size and capacity of the main components will be smaller,

and the scale of the building will be decreased, which will result in cost cut down.

On the same conditions, if the water-water-steam technological process is adopted, each reactor can

produce 5000 KW more electric power.

In summary, it is recommended for a small-sized nuclear co-generation plant to choose the

water-water-steam technological process to provide non-radioactivity in the third circuit.

Table 1 Two main technological process comparision

item

reactor power MW

primary pres. MPa

primary flowrate, t/h

core outlet temp. *C

core inlet temp. *C

third loop steam
supplying pres. MPa

third loop steam
supplying temp. *C

difference temp, between
primary and second *C

difference temp, between
second and third *C

primary and second
heat exchange area m2

second and third
heat exchange area m2

water-water-steam

450

10

14000

309.5

289.5 •

4

250

30.3

22.4

2832

6133

water-steam-steam

450

15

12000

307.5

282.5

4

250

30.6

16.2(low pres. SG)
17.5(middle pres. SG)

3000

12674
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3.2 Reactor design

Figure 3 is the integrated reactor general drawing, including reactor core, 32 groups of control rod

drive mechanisms, reactor vessel, reactor internals and so on. The reactor is self-pressured. The average

steam quality is about 0.1% in the core. The upper steam space in the reactor vessel is 12.5mJ which is

larger than that in looped layout by about 60% (with the same power capacity).

The reactor core is made up of 57 17 x 17 Advanced Fuel Assemblies (AFA). The fuel rod diameter

is 9.5mm. The average heat flux is 27.4w/cm2. The power density is 115.4 W/cm3. The coolant average

flow velocity is 3.84m/s. The central temperature of the UO2 is 485 "c . The maximum central

temperature is 1500 X,. The burnable poison Gd,O3 is mixed in the UO2 so that the reactivity need not

be controlled by boric acid.

Twelve units of heat exchanger are installed in the upper side of the core. The heat transfer area of

each heat exchanger unit is 255.5 m2. The tube material is 0Crl8Ni9Ti. The straight-type tubes are

linked the manifolds with inner hole welding. The distance between the bottom of the tube and the top of

the core is lm, which can prevent the secondary coolant from being activated seriously.

The four pumps with wet-stators are installed under the bottom of the reactor vessel. The pump

structure is similar to that of a boiling water reactor. Its pressure head is 0.13MPa, flow rate is 3500t/h,

and hot state power is 210KW. The pump motor power is selected as 300KW. An inertia wheel in the

pumps is not needed because the main coolant system has enough natural circulation capacity.

The pipe with maximum diameter in the primary circuit which links the reactor to the outside is the

drain pipe of the purification system, and its diameter is 50mm, so only a small break accident is

considered in the design. The drain pipe passes from the reactor vessel top side through the heat

exchanger and extends to the bottom of the heat exchanger. The location of other pipes which link the

reactor to the outside, are all higher than that of the heat exchanger manifolds. In case of a small break

accident, the steam will run off first and there is 8m-depth of water (about 100m3 )which is above the

core, so the possibility of the reactor core exposure is very low.

4 Preliminary analysis on general investment, amount of oil replaced and
economy

The estimated preliminary investment of the double-reactor plant is about 211 million dollar. The

plant completed investment is 441 million dollar.

The plant load factor can reach 80%. The main reasons are as follows:

(1) Simplified systems;

(2) The primary circuit pressure is reduced from ISMPa to lOMPa;

(3) The component reliability is increased obviously, especially the water-water heat exchanger is

more reliable than a water-steam one in the primary circuit

In calculating the amount of oil replaced, 7008 hours operation time is considered.

The double-reactor has 8 pumps and total consumption of power is 1600KW in the hot state. The

third circuit feed water pump can save power consumption by 20%, but the middle circuit pumps need

more power. So the saved offsets the loss. But the pressurizer, wastes disposal system, boron recycling

system and high pressure injection system can save some electric power. So the electrical power used in

the plant is estimated as 16.5MW. In our estimation, the oil replaced capacity is about 5.15x 105t/a.
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The following is a brief plant economic analysis:

(1) Electricity and heat co-generation cost

The estimated plant operation cost is 23.5 million dollar each year. It produces 0.798 billion KWhr

electricity (about 0.683 billion KW.hr for users), 3558 billion Kcal heat If the price of one million Kcal

heat is considered as 2.95 dollar, the heat supply can obtain 10.5 million dollar profit Thus, the gross

cost of the electricity is 0.016 dollar/KW.hr and its net cost is 0.019 dollar/KW.hr.

(2) Retrieval funds

The production cost is about 23.5 million dollar, but the cost of the oil which would be replaced

every year, is about 60.6 million dollar. The difference is 37.1 million dollar. The time needed to recover

capital is about 12 years. If the oil price is 176.5 dollar/t, the time is 7 only years.

(3) Thermal efficiency

The thermal efficiency of a large nuclear power plant is about 33%, while the nuclear co-generation

plant is about 80%.

In summary, the small-sized nuclear co-generation plant is more economic than the coal or oil fuel

co-generation plant

5 Design characteristics and its prospects
(1) Adopting integrated self-pressurized water reactor.

(2) The primary circuit operational state is: the primary coolant is at low pressure; the reactor core

has a low power density; the fuel in low temperature; while the coolant has a high average temperature.

So not only the safety but also the economical steam is ensured. The third circuit steam pressure can

reach 4MPa and thermal efficiency can come up to about 80% while the primary pressure is only 10

MPa.

(3) Adopting a water-water-steam technological process improves the operation reliability of the heat

exchangers in the reactor. The middle circuit pressure is higher than the primary's, so radioactivity

leakage is prevented from the primary to the third. The size of the heat exchangers and related

buildings is reduced.

(4) The reactor and the primary circuit have adoped an adopt integrated layout The inner diameter

of the containment is only 16m, so the reactor building is reduced to a minimum and the nuclear island

covers 2518m2, only 32% that of looped layout

(5) Large amount of concrete and steel will be reduced and the general cost will also be reduced

because of the small constructive scale. And a half of million tons oil will be replaced every year. So the

time to recover capital is estimated as about 7 years.

(6) High passive safety and reliability. About 20% thermal power can be removed by the natural

circulation of coolant when the main pumps stop. So a core melt accident will not occur when the main

pump motor electricity is lost It is almost impossibly difficult for radioactivity to leak into the third

circuit because of the high pressure in the middle circuit The accident probability drops down because

the systems are simplified and the number of valves and pumps also decreased. The water-water heat

exchanger is more reliable than a steam generator in the reactor. All the above-mentioned can reduce

unexpected plant shutdowns and improve the plant availability.

(7) The plant can be built near a city or a large enterprise because of the reactor's high passive safety

and two-layered containment
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(8) The plant layout is compact and the main and the auxiliary buildings take up less land, and the

foundation loading is lightened. So it is favourable for the plant to be built on seabeach, soft soil or a

seismic area.

(9) The main components of the reactor and the primary circuit can be manufactured and installed

in the factory. On site installation and examination work become less. The nuclear island constructive

scale is small. So the double-reactor constructive period can be shortened to 5 years.

(10) The shape of the main and the auxiliary buildings on the nuclear island is simple, it is easy to

construct So the construction period is shortened.

Table 2 Main Performance Comparison

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

item

reactor power MW

steam supply capacity t/h

electricity supply capacity KW

thermal efficient %

plant load factor %

replaced oil amount 104 t/a

primary operation pre. MPa

containment dia. inner m
outer m

nucl. island land area m2

nucl. island constrution area m2

volume m3

conventional island land area m2

conv. island constrution area m2

volume m3

general investment 10syuan

construction period year

maximum postulated accident

integrated layout

450 x 2

75 x 2 (middle pre.)
320 x 2(low pre.)

56947 x 2

- 80

80 '

51.455

10

16
20

2518

20000
190000

6000

22800
190000

10

5

drain pipe( <|> 50)
rupture

looped layout

450 x 2

75 x 2(middle pre.)
320 x 2(low pre.)

52000 x 2

79.'15

70

43.6

15

29
33.30

7884

23320
353185

8522.7

31728
229808

13

6-7

main pipe( $150)
rupture
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Table 2 is the main performance comparison between the integrated and the looped pressurized

water reactor. The parameters in table 2 indicate that this design meets the basic requirements of a

nuclear co-generation plant

According to the above-mentioned, the small-sized nuclear co-generation plant is economically

competitive. Referring to more than twenty users' steam consumption, it is suitable to adopt

400-600MWt power for the single-reactor. For the nuclear co-generation plant, its main function is heat

supply, while the amount of electricity supplied depends on how much the heat is supplied. To avoid

causing a high turbine cost, the electric power proportion should not be too large. If the heat supply is

the main function and the electricity supply is auxiliary, the three circuits and water-water-steam

technological process should be adopted.

For the reactor choice, PWR and BWR have all been considered. But the former is put first to raise

the reactor core temperature, produce medium pressure steam in the third circuit and expand the scope

of steam supply. The reactor and the primary circuit adopt an integrated layout and forced circulation.

It is more compact than BWR with natural circulation. It is more suitable that the operation pressure of

the self-pressurized water reactor adopts lOMPa according to the steam parameter requirements of

domestic chemical industry.

In accordance with the above discussion, for a small-sized nuclear co-generation plant, conclusions

are made as follows:

(1) Adopt integrated, forced circulation, self-pressure-stabalized water reactor.

(2) Reactor operation pressure lOMPa.

(3) Single-reactor power 400-600MWt, maximum to lOOOKWt

(4)Adopt water-water-steam main technological process and electricity supply depends on steam

supply.

(5) No boric acid and simplified system.

This design also suits a small nuclear electric power plant But the heat exchangers should be replaced

by steam generators in the reactor vessel.

The design can also be used for centralized heat supply in a city. On condition of not changing the

reactor and the auxiliary system, only decreasing operation pressure and temperature, and the steam

generator being replaced by the heat exchangers in the third circuit, this design would turn to be nuclear

heat supply plant, while the research and experiment are not needed furthermore.

Natural circulation and forced circulation should be compared further in the future and the control

rod drive mechanism type needs improving. A core with a high conversion ratio in a small reactor is

worth researching further.

In summary, a small nuclear heat and electricity co-generation plant could become an economic, safe

and clean energy source in a city or a large enterprise in the future. Its basic capital investment is low,

the construction period is short, it has a wide range of uses, it has good prospects and it should have a

proper position in the energy resource development of China.
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